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September 24, 2020

Assess Whether Your Witness Is Able to
Counterpunch
By Dr. Ken Broda-Bahm:

Attorneys know the feeling: With some of your witnesses, you just want to keep it simple,

encourage them to keep their heads down, and limit the possible damage. With any luck, they’ll

get through it with minimal damage to your case. But for other witnesses, testimony is an

opportunity. The right witness, and the prepared witness, will be able to say things that advance

your case and make it harder for the other side to win. Preparing the right kind of witness is a

chance to inflict some damage on the other side.

But how do you know when the witness you have is capable of safely leaving the world of “Yes

or no,” and able to enter the world of the artful parry? If you fill the wrong vessel with too much

confidence, they could end up missing the meaning of opposing counsel, they could say things

that you don’t want in evidence, or they could take it too far by being too clever and too

argumentative with the lawyer on the other side. The bottom line is, you need to consciously

assess to see what your witness is capable of. If they’re fuzzy or fragile, then you probably want



to keep their answers to a minimum. But if they’re tough and smart, then you want to teach

them sensitive and smart ways to punch back on your adversary’s questions. It all starts with

assessing the witness.

Assess Occupation and Mental Habits

When advising on jury selection, I always feel that if you know what someone does every

day, five days a week, you’ve got a good start on knowing them. The same goes for

witnesses. If someone works in a repetitive context where they aren’t called upon to

exercise judgment very often, it will be hard for them to rise to the challenge of powerful

testimony. But if someone works in a context where they’re expected to be analytical,

sensitive, and professional, it will be less of a challenge. There are exceptions of course, in

both categories, but I’ve found that executives, managers, doctors, and academics will,

more often than not, have the native skills to be more thoughtful, assertive, and

empowered in the ways they answer opposing counsel’s questions.

Assess Attitude

In addition to their capability and experience, it is also essential to assess their attitudes.

Are they comfortable that they understand enough about the opposing counsel’s tactics

and objectives, and about their own testimony, that they can feel comfortable pushing

back against that adversary’s language and assumptions? Even if they could, they may not

want to. Of course, part of the attorney’s role as a counsellor is to get them to the point

that they will do as well as they can. But the legal process can be stressful, and if you add

in the force of accusation for a defendant, the psychological barriers can be too high.

Alternately, if you have someone who is a little too eager to mix it up with counsel, then

they could easily come off as argumentative or evasive when they’re really trying to be

assertive. Ultimately, you’re looking for a witness who can be savvy, but also patient and

calmly persistent.

Test

Ultimately, the only way to be sure that a witness can effectively testify in a way that

moves from ‘not hurting’ to ‘helping’ your case is to see them do it. Hold several practice

sessions where you don’t just talk about testifying, but you actually practice it. Play the role

of the lawyer on the other side, using as much as you know about their substance and

their style, and see how your witness handles it. For very important testimony, I have

found that three meetings is often the right number: the first to assess the witness and

teach sensitivity in responding, the second to practice it and really nail it down, and the



third to see if it sticks after they leave and come back.

Many attorneys will say that giving testimony is largely an act of defense: like being on the

receiving side in a volleyball game, you can’t score, but you can prevent them from scoring. That

is a largely accurate and useful sentiment. Still, when your witness has the ability, attitude, and

training, they could use some assertiveness in both preventing those scores, and maybe scoring

 a point or two back. It all starts with assessing the witness.

____________________

Thanks for reading. I am a litigation consultant (bio here) specializing in

mock trial research, witness preparation, jury selection, and case strategy,

generally (but not always) in high-value civil cases. If you have a comment,

a request for a future topic, or a concern about a current area of litigation,

or a question about your own case, contact me now.

____________________

Other Posts on Witness Empowerment: 

Witnesses: Answer Both the Language of the

Question and Its Implication

Adapt to Remote Communication (Including

Testimony)

Witnesses, Return to Your ‘Home Base’ Where

Possible

____________________
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March 31, 2014

Counterpunch: Ten Ways to Fight Back
on Cross
By Dr. Ken Broda-Bahm:

A good witness should not see cross-examination as an argument, but neither should that

witness see it as a time to be agreeable and passive with opposing counsel. Because the

inherent conflict of cross piques the jurors’ interest, it can be a critical time. The two sides are in

direct conflict and the jury has the ability to decide first-hand who seems to be winning at that

moment. Given the stakes, it is too dangerous for a witness to just be led along by opposing

counsel, comforting themselves with the knowledge that, “Well, at least I got to tell my side in

direct,” or, “My own attorney will give me a chance to fix all of this in redirect.” Both are valid

comforts, but effective direct and redirect will never completely erase the perceptual losses that

can occur in cross. Substantively, the problem might be fixed, but jurors will still remember

those moments where the witness looked weak, and that cannot help but influence their

perception of your case and of the witness’s credibility.

The way I’ve explained it before is that cross-examination is, for the witness, a polite struggle.

“Polite” because the witness can’t afford to come off as too combative or uncooperative — “I’m

https://www.persuasivelitigator.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/03/6a01156e439be2970c01a73d9d734c970d.jpg


just here to tell the truth…” should be the tone. But “struggle,” because there is a skilled

advocate at the lectern who’s job is to, at least for the moment, support his story and not yours.

A good witness needs to work against that purpose. Like any advice, the message to “fight back”

can be taken too far, or not far enough. It is a matter of balance and practice, and it clearly helps

to get feedback during a prep session or two to make sure the communication is assertive but

not aggressive. With these considerations in mind, here are ten ways witnesses can maintain

their own power while being cross-examined.

1.  Give Your Own Headlines

Here is the worst advice I’ve ever heard given in cross: “There are only four answers you

need: ‘Yes,’ ‘No,’ ‘I don’t know,’ and ‘I don’t remember.’” That minimalist role for the witness

just allows counsel to write their own script and do most of the talking, while the witness is

just chiming in from time to time with rubber stamp agreement or ineffectual denial.

Instead of reducing the answers to these four, a good witness will aim as often as possible

to respond in a way that gives a newspaper headline of what the explanation would be,e.g.,

“A diagnosis can only be based on the indications that are present at the time.”

2.  Front-load Your Answer

Opposing counsel is generally looking for a “Yes” or a “No,” and they certainly have a right to

it. Answering in a way that promotes your side of the story without including a clear and

evident response to the question is a recipe for getting a condescending “Please listen to

the    question…” from the examining counsel or, worse, from the judge. Answering “Yes” or

“No,” and then putting it in your own words and filling in your explanation, is a good way to

reassure  counsel, judge, and jury that you are indeed tracking and doing your best to be

responsive.

3.  Use “Yes, but…” and “Yes, and”

When the examiner is carefully phrasing the questions, the witness can be led to feel, “What

can I say other than ‘Yes’? It sounds bad, but that’s the true answer.” It may be, but it is

rarely the whole story. To the extent that witnesses can flesh out the “Yes” and place it in

context, they are creating a better and more assertive overall impression. Adding in the “…

but” is a natural way to supplement the answer, but because too many “buts” can sound

defensive; a nice twist is to replace that word with “and” or “because.” “Yes, I ordered the

test and I relied on the treating physician to implement it.”

4.  Address the Implication, as well as the Question



There are two parts to a question: What is being asked (“Did you check labs?”) and what the

questioner hopes to imply through the question and the answer (You were too busy or too

careless to check on your patient). While witnesses cannot get too tied up in thinking

about why counsel is asking each question, it does often help to answer questions in a way

that addresses the obvious implication wherever possible: “No I didn’t check on the labs

because I know there are specialists who are already doing that.”

5.  Use Your Bullets

Witnesses preparing for cross cannot learn an outline as they can for direct, because the

choice and order of questions is up to opposing counsel and they’re not inclined to share

that information in advance. However, it is still possible to create a written tool that

provides witnesses with some important help in cross. I will often encourage witnesses to

develop their own two-column notes. On the left side, place each key area of cross along

with the implication that the other side hopes to draw from that area; and on the right side,

create your own bullets: one for each reason or theme you can use in response. The list

can’t be memorized verbatim or, God forbid, brought to court, but it can be a great way for

witnesses to structure and to remember their own general thoughts in response to a

number of predictable questions.

6.  Get Beyond the “No”

The favorite themes for the examining attorney will often focus on the negative: What

you didn’t do, see, know, consider, check, etcetera. When the true answer is “No,” that is of

course what the witness must say. But a long chain of “Noes” can still create a poor overall

impression. An assertive witness will work to mix it up by getting beyond a simple “No” as

often as possible. If counsel is asking whether you got a second opinion on the x-ray, you

could say, “No, I didn’t” or you could say, “No, it is never the standard procedure to do that.”

The latter sounds much stronger.

7.  Flip the Question on Its Back

Here is another response to opposing counsel’s approach of focusing on the negative by

forcing you through a chain of “Noes:” When answering, flip the question back by focusing

on what you did do. When a doctor is asked whether he checked the patient’s heart rate at

the end of the procedure, he could simply say “No,” or he could say, “No, I checked heart

rate at the beginning of the procedure and then visually monitored the patient throughout

the procedure.”



8.  Enumerate Your Answer

Numbers are memorable and focus a listener’s attention, so if there are two, three, or more

answers to a question, consider enumerating them. “Yes, and there are three reasons why I

did that.” In addition to providing an envelope for what may be a complex answer, this style

of previewing also serves as a form of insurance against getting cut off after you initially say

“Yes” or “No.” If jurors know that you have three things to say in response, then counsel can

still say something like, “Well, you can cover those reasons with your own counsel in

redirect,” but that comes at a cost. Because jurors want to know, the examining attorney

will often just let you finish.

9.  Rely on Direct As Your Foundation

When challenged, the strategy is to answer that challenge while getting back to one of your

own ground. And the place where you develop and communicate that ground is in direct

examination. Whether a witness is called adverse and cross-examined first, or whether they

get to begin with direct, that planned discussion with their own counsel should serve as a

foundation for cross by covering all of the critical themes and by previewing all of the

important questions likely to be heard in cross. So for the witness, the goal is often to just

get back to what you have said, or will say, in direct.

10.  Pick Your Moments

Of course all of these strategies cannot be used every time in response to every question.

Effective witnesses will choose their moments with the understanding that they don’t need

to tell their story in response to every question. Doing that looks defensive but, at frequent

intervals, jurors need to see that story and know that the witness is still hanging on to it

despite opposing counsel’s best efforts.

Some of these rules run up against the well-intentioned advice to “just answer the question…”

 An attorney who is seeking control or who simply doesn’t trust their own witness may justifiably

want to discourage the use of many or all of these strategies for a given witness. But, for most

witnesses, I maintain that cross is a critical opportunity to show that the witness appears to be

winning, even when directly challenged by the other side. Plus, for the witness, counterpunching

from time to time always feels better than just taking the blows.

____________________

Other Posts on Cross-Examination:



Expert Witnesses: When Criticized, Don’t Just Respond, Riposte!

Follow the 10 Commandments of Cross-Examination
When Crossing or Responding to Your Opposing Expert Witness, Look for the L.I.E. (Large Internal Error)

____________________

Image Credit:  Danny PiG, Flickr Creative Commons
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March 26, 2018

Empower Your Witness: A Review of
“Reinventing Witness Preparation”
By Dr. Ken Broda-Bahm:

When you read a good novel, you sometimes can’t wait until it’s made into a major motion

picture. While the scale might be smaller in the legal publishing world, the benefits of extending

an initial vision are parallel. In this case, it is a great article that has now become a great book.

When Nutter, McClennen & Fish partner Kenneth R. Berman published his 2015 article

in Litigation, “Reinventing Witness Preparation,” it caused a stir. I had several people forwarding

the article to me within the same week with the recommendation that I read and write about

it, which I did. Now, with the American Bar Association’s press, Mr. Berman has extended his

thoughts into a 2018 book with the same title, “Reinventing Witness Preparation.”

https://www.nutter.com/assets/htmldocuments/LITM_v41n4_summer2015_berman.pdf
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True to its title, the book is not a general overview or an introductory manual on testimony.

Rather, it is an argument: a now-extended and detailed case calling for a revised approach to

testimony and preparation. The crux of the idea is that conventional methods of witness

preparation emphasize attorney control over witness competence, telling witnesses to stick to

rigid rules and to say as little as possible instead of speaking for themselves and applying the

kinds of common-sense interpretation, elaboration, and self-defense that a present or future

jury would expect. The book makes that argument and applies its implications to the full

spectrum of the issues that influence witness credibility and effectiveness. Following suit, my

review is also more of an argument than an overview. My argument is that any litigator, client

representative, or consultant who regularly meets to prepare witnesses owes it to themselves

and their clients to buy, read, and use this book.

The Main Point: Capable Independence Over Defensive Control

The main benefit of Mr. Berman’s book is that it challenges the conventional wisdom as it

applies to what is one of the most common activities of a modern litigator — It isn’t

persuading a jury, more likely than not, it is preparing a witness for deposition. That is

where the standard instructions to give as little as possible, and to consign too much to the

categories of “I don’t understand” or “I don’t recall,” emphasizes a bunker mentality that

ends up restricting good answers as much as it ends up limiting mistakes.

As I wrote in response to the earlier article, it comes down to the question of whether you

are going to trust the witness or not, and the related question of whether or not you are

going to prepare the witness enough to be trusted. There are many situations where a

controlled witness is going to feel safer, but is going to be a lot less effective than a

prepared and empowered witness.

“The point is that lawyers need to approach witness preparation in a new way, moving away

from the model where witnesses, when questioned by the opposing lawyer, are taught to

clam up and yield as little information as possible,” Mr. Berman writes. “Lawyers need to

move toward a model that gives witnesses the skill, confidence, and frame of mind to

answer the questions in ways that will help their cases, develop their case themes, and get

their stories out.”

Using a number of examples from high-profile cases — Bill Cosby, Ken Lay, Bill Clinton, Tom

Brady, Bill Gates, and many others — Kenneth Berman provides a deep dive into many of

the testimonial problems that can occur with a witness following the conventional advice.

The top take-aways from the text are:

http://www.persuasivelitigator.com/2015/10/trust-your-witness.html


Don’t just say “Yes” or “No” to an adversary’s framework and choice of words; choose your

own words instead.

Make your best answer at the first opportunity, instead or waiting for your attorney to

clean it up.

If a question has only a little ambiguity, clarify the meaning in your answer instead of

saying, “I don’t understand.”

Answer in a way that references the purpose of a question, and not just its literal meaning.

Volunteer information when it is germane to the question and helps to advance your case.

When you have a less-than-perfect recollection, answer in a way that reflects that, instead

of defaulting to “I don’t remember.”

As I have written recently, applying this advice isn’t simple and often a matter of finding the

right balance, and that in turn requires some work.

The Application: A New Way of Working

In fairness, I’d say the focus is not entirely new. One bit of good news is that the

conventionalist system Berman describes seems to be already on its way out. I do meet

some attorneys who are all about control and limiting the record, but I see more who

understand that a good witness will often need to answer on her own terms and in a way

that proactively helps her case, even if that sometimes strays beyond the simple “Yes” or

“No.” It may be that I work with particularly enlightened attorneys (and, for any clients

reading, let’s assume that’s the case), but I do generally see attorneys working to prepare

witnesses in a way that isn’t just a matter of learning and applying strict rules, but is instead

a matter of developing sensitivity, judgment, balance, and discernment.

Actually doing that well, however, requires a particular style of witness preparation that is

proactive, hands-on, and practice-based. Under the enlightened style Mr. Berman

advocates, the preparation becomes even more important, and more involved. It is not just

a box to check off — “they’ve gotten the message,” — but an opportunity to train witnesses

to understand the nuances and find the balance between “too much” and “not enough” on a

number of fronts. It takes time and practice.

The Implication: Where Do We Go from Here? 

The implications for litigators, consultants, and in-house legal departments: Get the book,

read it, and think about how to apply it for your own witnesses.

But there is one other layer of implication: Understanding the advice is one thing, and

https://www.persuasivelitigator.com/2018/03/find-the-balance-in-witness-preparation.html


actually doing it is another. That difference applies to the witnesses themselves, of course,

but it also applies to attorneys and others who prepare those witnesses. Lawyers who are

used to control need not just an understanding of this more permissive approach, they

need practice in how to work with a witness in order to execute it carefully and effectively.

Easing that control will be tough for many litigators.

I began by talking about books that get made into movies, and while that probably won’t

happen in this case, what I do hope for is a book that gets made into a CLE series. As a

supplement and application of the message so completely laid out in this text, there should

be hands-on practical seminars where lawyers can learn to safely let go of some of their

control, help prepare a witness who isn’t just following rules but is confidently and capably

taking the reins for themselves.

____________________

Other Book Reviews: 

Know the Principles: A Review of the “Jury

Selection Handbook”

Put “Images With Impact” on Your Office

Bookshelf

Learn from High-Profile Cases: A Review of

‘Acquittal’ by Richard Gabriel

____________________

Berman, K. (2018). Reinventing Witness Preparation: Unlocking the Secrets to Testimonial

Success. American Bar Association. ISBN: 9781641050500

Image credit: Used with the kind permission of American Bar Association
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October 15, 2015

Trust Your Witness
By Dr. Ken Broda-Bahm:

A few days ago, an attorney I know emailed an article to a group that included me and a number

of attorneys. It was the third time that had happened in two weeks — with the same article!

There must be something to it, I thought, so I went ahead and clicked on “Reinventing Witness

Preparation,” the article by Nutter, McClennen & Fish partner Kenneth R. Berman. The article

advances the provocative idea that “They taught us all wrong” when it comes to getting

witnesses ready for deposition or trial. As I read, I found myself nodding vigorously to the

argument that much of the standard advice is too simple, too black and white, too controlling,

and too likely to interfere with credible testimony coming from a capable witness. The main

point of the article is that a slavish adherence to the common list of “don’ts” (“don’t say too

much,” “don’t stray beyond the question,” “don’t answer if you don’t completely understand,”

“don’t try to win,” etc.), can reduce confidence, conversational communication, and flexibility, all

of which is key to effective testimony. The article includes a number of great nuggets: 

“In many witnesses’ minds, the standard instructions reduce to this: Just say as little as

possible and you’ll do fine.”

“Many lawyers, if they could, would simply prefer to testify in place of their clients to avoid
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the problems flowing from ill-advised answers. This insecurity is at the heart of how most

lawyers were trained to prepare witnesses for deposition or cross-examination.”

“The essential core of the problem, the real danger, is that of turning a good witness into

someone so afraid of saying the wrong thing that he or she fails to say the right thing.”

There is much more, including some excellent examples showing how the restrictive mode of

witness preparation can result in a less convincing witness. So if you’re reading this, you should

also read the original article. But in this post, I wanted to touch on a larger issue: trust. Much of

the bad advice Berman writes about comes down to just not trusting your witness. In some

cases, of course, that mistrust is well-placed, but in many to most cases, the civil witnesses we

prepare are sophisticated and capable of doing much more than following a restrictive rule

book. 

Control Versus Empowerment

To put it simply, there are two ends to the spectrum when it comes to preparing the

witness. On one end is control, and on the other end is empowerment. Litigators can tend

to be a bit risk averse by nature, so often it is the control side that seems pretty attractive: A

good witness listens carefully, internalizes the rules, and doesn’t say anything their attorney

wouldn’t say. That can mean saying as little as possible. Kenneth Berman’s examples,

including one excellent extended vignette on a sexual harassment claim, show how a

witness can follow all of the rules and still turn in some disastrous testimony. Of course,

answering questions that haven’t been asked and saying too much can also create

disastrous testimony, but being too careful and being unwilling to share the full story when

necessary can be just as bad. 

As Berman admits, some witnesses aren’t going to be savvy enough to know when they’re

going too far or not far enough, and for those witnesses, a “Just stick to the rules” approach

might be the best bet. But often, particularly in higher-end civil cases, the witnesses are very

sophisticated individuals, who with a lot of instruction and practice, can handle a bit of

nuance. For that witness, the goal isn’t for them to be controlled, but for them to be

informed and empowered. Here are a few examples of what I mean. 

Some Illustrations

Let’s consider a fact pattern where a company’s product designer is testifying in a products

liability defense, and look at how the controlled witness and the informed and empowered

witness might answer the same questions differently.



The Leading Question: “You didn’t spend even a single day on aftermarket testing, did

you?”

The Controlled Witness: “No, I didn’t.” [My attorney says not to volunteer any information.]

The Informed and Empowered Witness: “No aftermarket testing was needed because

we had already thoroughly tested the product under use conditions before the product

was released.”

The ‘Partial Truth’ Question: “This product has been associated with more than 50

documented incidents, hasn’t it?”

The Controlled Witness: “I am not sure about the number.” [My attorney says not to

confirm details I’m not 100 percent sure of.]

The Informed and Empowered Witness: “I’m not sure of the number, but I believe the

majority of those incidents had to do with product failure, and none involved serious

injury.”

The Ambiguous Question: “What does your company do when a product causes injury?”

The Controlled Witness:  “I don’t know.” [My attorney says I should say that if any part of

the question is unclear.]

The Informed and Empowered Witness:  “That would depend on the circumstances,

and it would depend on what part of the company you’re talking about. There is no

single uniform protocol.”

Of course, some attorneys will disagree with the answers, and I don’t pretend that there is one

right answer. Preparing a witness is still more art than science, and attorneys and witnesses

need an approach where both are comfortable. But one thing I’m sure of is that this point

is not reached by attorneys just hitting witnesses with a barrage of requirements and

prohibitions. Instead, good preparation should involve a few simple and obvious rules, and a

whole lot of practice. By experiencing their own ability to answer the question and to reach an

understanding of when an answer is strategic and when it isn’t, the witness gains confidence

and a sense of control over the process. The goal of that practice isn’t to rehearse “correct”

answers, but instead to find a comfortable spot on many of the inherent tensions in testimony:

to be assertive without being combative, to be confident without being arrogant, to defend

yourself without being defensive, to answer completely but without going off topic. There are

dozens of “sweet spots” that need to be found, and good witness preparation informs and



empowers the witnesses, guiding them to their own solutions within their own comfort zone.

____________________

Other Posts on Preparing Witnesses: 

Bottom Line Your Deposition Advice: Four Rules

Don’t Be Led (in Deposition)

Consider Confidence

Give Your Witness a Good Foundation: A Review of “The Perfect Witness”

Online Training

____________________

Berman, K. R. (2015, Summer). Reinventing Witness Preparation. Litigation 41: 4. 
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September 21, 2020

Witnesses: Answer Both the Language of
the Question and Its Implication
By Dr. Ken Broda-Bahm:

When preparing a witness, there can sometimes be a strong impulse to say, “Just answer the

question.” That impulse comes from an appropriate desire to keep things simple, and to keep

the witness from wandering or waffling. But it can be bad advice. The choice to just answer the

question on face without devoting any consideration to opposing counsel’s goals or to the

impressions created by a simple “Yes” leaves the witness susceptible to becoming overly

compliant, and susceptible to being led. An empowered witness should aim to do a little more.

The question is how to prepare a witness to understand when it is necessary to do more than

“Just answer the question.” I will explain one technique for that in this post. When the witness is

sophisticated enough to understand and to react to opposing counsel’s goals, I will encourage

the witness to see a question as having two parts: Part One is the language of the question,

what is being directly asked (Products were sold before testing was complete, correct?), and Part

Two is the implication that counsel seeks to emphasize through your answer (You let an unsafe



product onto the market, didn’t you?). When the answer to each would be different, it helps to

answer in a way that addresses both: When products went to market, testing was incomplete

because the final stage, after extensive laboratory and panel testing, is to closely monitor early use of

the product in the market. 

The Technique: Answer Both the Question’s Language and Its Implications

One important consideration is that an assertive technique like this is not for every

witness. Someone who is not good at understanding the purpose of a question, or is

otherwise angry, unfocused, or distracted will not be able to do it well. So assess your

witness.

But I have found that, particularly among professionals and other individuals who handle

complex situations for a living, many can do it. Those witnesses will need to spend some

time understanding the full message that the other side is trying to develop and convey.

Then, they will need to practice listening carefully so that they understand the literal

question being asked while also being sensitive to the broader purpose and implication of

that question. Finally, they will need to take their time in providing an answer that

addresses both the literal question being asked (because the questioner has a right to that

response), as well as the implication (because you have a responsibility to clear that up).

Some Examples: 

Just to illustrate the concept of responding to both the question’s language and its

implications, let me share a few types of responses.

The Underlying Reason

Question: You signed this draft of the contract without reading it, correct? 

Implication: You were careless (so you deserve whatever you get).

Answer (addressing both): Yes, and I had closely reviewed prior drafts and could see

that the track changes were minimal, so there was no need to read the full document

again.

The Overarching Consistency

Question: But that isn’t what you said in your deposition, is it? 

Implication: You were lying then, or you’re lying now.



Answer (addressing both): No, my deposition answer was based on the information

available at the time, and so is my answer today. Now, there is more information

available. I am always going to evaluate the facts as I have them. 

The Complete List 

Question: So you saw the patient, checked the vital signs, and then sent your PA in,

correct? 

Implication: …and that is all you did. 

Answer: I saw the patient, I made a visual examination, checked her vital signs, asked her

about her symptoms and current medications, entered a preliminary diagnosis in the

charts, and then I sent my assistant in. 

There will be many other instances as well. It is safe to assume that most of the challenging

questions that an adverse counsel asks will have these two layers of literal meaning and

intended implication. When your witness has the ability, the understanding, and the practice to

do it, the habit of responding to both layers will make for much stronger testimony across the

board.

____________________

Thanks for reading. I am a litigation consultant (bio here) specializing in

mock trial research, witness preparation, jury selection, and case strategy,

generally (but not always) in high-value civil cases. If you have a comment,

a request for a future topic, or a concern about a current area of litigation,

or a question about your own case, contact me now.

____________________

Other Posts on Witness Empowerment: 

Train Your Witness to Combat Simplistic

Equivalence

Empower Your Witness: A Review of

http://www.persuasionstrategies.com/team/ken-broda-bahm-phd
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“Reinventing Witness Preparation”

Trust Your Witness

____________________
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November 14, 2019

Witnesses, Return to Your ‘Home Base’
Where Possible
By Dr. Ken Broda-Bahm:

A couple of witnesses had about the most high-profile testimony turn imaginable the other day.

As the public phase of the House impeachment hearings got underway on Wednesday, the first

up to bat were George Kent, top State Department official for Eastern Europe, and the acting

U.S. Ambassador to Ukraine, Bill Taylor. Unlike deposition or trial testimony, both faced the

challenging situation of partisan questioning from a frequently-rotating cast, with one side

wanting to turn them into advocates to bolster the case for impeachment, and the other side

acting as though they’re already advocates and trying to knock them down.

The format for the testimony for Kent and Taylor may differ from that experienced by a typical

witness. For one thing, and as a reminder of why we don’t take joint depositions, the two

frequently reinforced each other and often simply said “I agree” when the other had answered a

question. Large parts of the testimony also focused on hearsay. But it is important to remember

that it is a hearing, not a trial. At least not yet. But even for a witness at a hearing, the risk of

being pulled off track by the questioning is parallel. The two witnesses were questioned first by



staff counsel for the Democratic majority (Daniel Goldman), and for the minority (Steve Castor),

and then in the alternating slots of five-minute intervals (that can be suddenly yielded to

another Representative) that have become a familiar part of House process. Through the ever-

shifting grounds for the questioning, the witnesses mostly stuck to message and held their own.

They often did so by returning to a number of common “home bases” that help witnesses

generally. The idea is that, even in the face of unpredictable or distracting questioning, a witness

can come across well by returning to a number of safe zones. In this post, I’ll review four of

those bases.

First Base: Your Role

Both Kent and Taylor were regularly explicit in referring to their role as a witness. Both

referred to their long-term nonpartisan work experience in U.S. diplomacy, and both

clarified that they were here not to support impeachment and not to be an advocate of

any kind, but here simply as fact witnesses under subpoena. As Bill Taylor explained at the

outset, “I am not here to take one side or the other, or to advocate for any particular

outcome of these proceedings. My sole purpose is to provide facts as I know them about

the incidents in question as well as my views about the strategic importance of Ukraine to

the United States.”

Second Base: Your Main Point

The congressional interrogators asked about a wide variety of subjects that did not bear

directly on the witnesses testimony — the Mueller Investigation, the ‘Never-Trump’ GOP

resistance, and the question of whether Obama or Trump gave more support to the

Ukrainian government. For the most part, the two simply answered, even when, as was

often the case, the answer was a simple, “I don’t know.” Those can often be the three

magic words for witnesses to avoid being drawn off their ground. Another tactic, however,

is to answer in a way that pivots back to your main point. For example, when Republican

Representative John Ratcliffe asked if we should impeach a President for using his power

to remove an Ambassador (a bit of a red herring), George Kent said, “I’m here as a fact

witness,” and then added, “it is your constitutional obligation to react to the evidence

before you.” Ambassador Taylor also followed suit, “Mr. Ratcliffe I would just like to say

that I’m not here to do anything having to do with deciding about impeachment. That is

not what either of us are here to do, that is your job.”

Third Base: Your Training

I don’t know that the first day of public impeachment hearings included many examples of

https://www.persuasivelitigator.com/2016/02/if-you-dont-know-the-answer-then-thats-your-answer.html


top-notch legal interrogation. The cameras as well as the lawmakers’ estimates of what

the public wants tends to shift things a bit. But in more common testimony settings, it can

be easy for a witness to be awed by an attorney’s precision and skill. As a witness, it can be

easy to forget for a moment that you also know what you are talking about. Taylor and

Kent, for example, know American foreign policy and they know Ukraine, and they

referred back on their professional experience often. Some witnesses in their situation will

also conduct practice testimony, or “murder boards,” in order to get ready. It’s a good idea

for any witness: Remember your training and expertise generally, and make sure you are

trained for and practiced in the specific testimony and know what to expect.

Home Base: Your Words (Not Theirs)

In his questioning, the House minority’s staff attorney, Steve Castor, tried to get Bill Taylor

or George Kent to confirm any element of the theory that Ukraine had colluded with the

Democratic National Committee to frame Russia for election interference, including

Trump’s feeling that the Ukrainian establishment “were out to get him.” He didn’t succeed

in getting the witnesses to endorse that language because they, properly, thought their

own words were better. There is a big advantage for witnesses in situations like the House

impeachment hearings: They get to make an opening statement. Both took full advantage

of that and provided comprehensive, well-written and detailed opening statements that

covered the full scope of their expected testimony. This works well because it allows

listeners to hear their full story upfront as a continuous narrative before it is covered in a

chopped and piecemeal way through questioning. But it also works because it provides an

easy lifeline for the witness: When in doubt, just return to what you said in your opening

statement. Most witnesses, of course, do not get the opportunity for an opening, but they

can still as a preparation step, create their own list of expected ‘talking points’ that will at

least serve that second function, the ability to bridge back to the home base of your main

message. More generally, it is a good idea for witnesses to answer in full sentences,

breaking out of the “Yes or no” trap, to just answer in your own words.

There’s one caveat to arming witnesses with the idea that they can keep returning to their home

base, and it is an important caveat: You still have to answer the question. Even when the

questioner is an adversary bent on making you look bad, the legal process still gives them the

right to an answer. So answer, then pivot back to a safe base.

___________________
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Thanks for reading. I am a litigation consultant (bio here) specializing in

mock trial research, witness preparation, jury selection, and case strategy,

generally (but not always) in high-value civil cases. If you have a comment,

a request for a future topic, or a concern about a current case, contact me
now

____________________

Other Posts on Witness Testimony: 

Whistleblowers, Remember Credibility is Still

Part of the Story

Witness Testimony: Understand the

Confidence/Competence Circle

Trial Witnesses, Un-Lead the Questions

____________________
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